www.TheImploder.com
Warranty
The Imploder has a LIFE TIME warranty. There are no replacement parts. As long as
it is treated with respect, its effectiveness is for many years to come. It is a 'hardy'
device, tough and strong.
The Imploder is warranted for 90 days against any defects from manufacturing and
shipping.
The warranty does not cover damage from the device being 'dropped' or where the
nozzle maybe damaged or the magnetic array is compromised
Safety
Avoid being used or stored next to other strong magnetic forces or proximity to
electronics, electrical power boxes and computers. Do not store it close to where
people are working or sleeping.
Replacement
Replacement of a damaged vortex nozzle, thru the fault of the owner, can be
discussed and arranged at a nominal replacement fee, and the shipping cost is
covered by the owner.
Effectiveness
Obviously we cannot guarantee what percentage growth improvement a customer
will experience, as there are two many variables to control eg equipment, frequency
of watering, seed types, season, local water quality, etc.
We do absolutely stand behind the authenticity of all the reports, testings and
validations on our web site www.TheImploder.com
We have consistently seen 30-300 percent growth benefits- when instructions were
followed. For example, while there is probably growth benefit from just one pass of
water thru The Imploder- we do not have enough data to promise how well one pass
will work.
The best effect is to re-cycle the imploded water at least once, ie run the water thru
the imploder into a container- and recirculate it thru the imploder.

Best if the container is not made of metal, plastic is fine- ceramic better. Normal tap
pressure is usually used.
The really compelling results we have consistently seen were when the water was
circulated thru The Imploder for 5-8 minutes using a simple pump with normal kinds
of household tap pressures - into a non-metal tank of usually 5-10 gallons roughly.
Larger tanks would be ok, with perhaps longer circulation time. With that
arrangement- we have seen most of the powerful results you see pictured on our
web site.
ON THE FARM and in the GARDEN
Germination
To increase seed germination success- farmers can simply spray water with the
imploder attached onto a hose. If there is access to a "water container" or water
tank, simply fill the container / tank overnight with the imploder, then re-run the
water thru the imploder directly onto seedlings the next day. Obviously- running the
imploded water thru a sprinkler system is OK- however, the less metal the imploded
water comes into contact - the better the results. Using plastic, glass and ceramic is
best.
Field crops
Where recirculating the imploded water is impractical, for convenience and efficiency,
sequencing 3 Imploders in a row would be the best approach.
On-going Testing and validations
We will be regularly updating this information on our website.
We encourage you to email us any test results and pictures you have so we can add
them to our validations/testimonials page.
Being involved with testing can be great fun- and especially good for having children
involved and getting them active in growing there own food.
Visit our resources page
On our website, click on resources and links:
http://www.theimploder.com/resources-and-links.html
You will find the pdf documents "Imploder Installation Instructions" and "Imploder
Testing Protocols". Both documents will help you set up the imploder and be able to
record your testing and results. Please email any pictures and text to us, and we will
host it onto our website.

